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Key features

Sea-front location

Only 20mt from the sandy beach

In the heart of San Remo

Character property

Recently upgraded

Attributes

 Apartment

 Near to beach

 Private parking

 Refurbished
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1 *Prices are subject to change, pound sterling price is converted using Bank of England exchange rates
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Description

In the heart of San Remo, Liguria a rare to find two-bedroom seafront apartment recently renovated. Situated into typical fishermen house dating back to the 18th
century. Near to all shops and services.Rare to find two-bedroom seafront apartment for sale in the heart of San Remo, Liguria. Nestled in the vibrant heart of San
Remo, this exclusive seafront apartment offers a rare blend of beauty and comfort. Boasting breathtaking views of the deep blue Ligurian Sea, the property stands out
for its prime location, which allows residents to enjoy the lively city atmosphere and the soothing tranquility of the sea.Situated into typical fishermen house dating
back to the 18th century, characterized by high ceilings that enhance the sense of space and light, the apartment has been meticulously renovated with high-quality
materials that highlight its elegance and living comfort. The interior space is thoughtfully arranged to ensure privacy and functionality, featuring two spacious
bedrooms and two modernly equipped bathrooms, ideal for providing the utmost comfort to both guests and residents.The large, bright living room opens onto a
charming balcony where one can admire the endless sea horizon and breathe in the fresh sea breeze, offering the perfect spot for relaxation and social gatherings. The
inclusion of a functioning fireplace adds a warm and inviting touch to the living space, perfect for cozy evenings indoors. The fully equipped kitchen is modern and
functional.Less than 100 meters from the apartment, there is the possibility of purchasing city-licensed Garages, on very favorable terms. Alternatively, numerous
parking lots in the City offer monthly and/or annual passes.This unique apartment for sale in San Remo is not just a residence, but a lifestyle choice, allowing you to
experience the center of San Remo with all its amenities, exclusive boutiques, renowned restaurants, and characteristic cafés, without sacrificing the serenity and
unique charm that only a seafront home can offer.
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